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Conversations in my own Language
Conversations in my own language… highlights the contemporary practices of indigenous art in the country. 
the practices involved in creating these works are rooted in longstanding traditions. many of these 
evolve from different practices to decorate one’s shrines, homes or even clothes.

these works depict religion, folklore and the evolution of the artist’s environment. their contemporary 
observations and individual touch highlight the need (the endeavour of the gallery) to recognise not 
just a ‘style’ /type of art but individual artists as done in other contemporary contexts. 

it’s taken us years to decolonise our mind and are hence fearless to express in our own language and 
thrive in the comfort we derive by a sense of familiarity, it’s an aesthetic reclamation in its own right– 
of the artist and the viewer. it’s been a long journey of trying to identify ourselves, we are indebted to 
these artists who have been custodians of our glorious traditional and tribal arts.

gond art evolved from bhitti Chitra (wall murals) and Digna (floor patterns) put to paper and canvas. 
in his new series Dhavat Singh depicts the traditional homes of his village documenting the origin of 
the art he practices. As the community evolves, the homes seek the more practical pakka homes now 
available to them and Dhavat fears this traditional house will be entirely lost in the process. 

A Kumar Jha follows the line drawing mithila style of madhubani with the traditional methods. however, 
his individual aesthetic stands out in his use of colour in a series of yellow-white and red-white 
depictions of goddesses, and his depictions of the various banks of the rivers ganga and yamuna.

Anil Khakhoriya practices the traditional method of embroidery on fabric to create an eclectic texture 
on the Pichwai.  he works on different mediums and he has recreated the woven net Pichwai’s from 
the late eighteen hundreds. 

manish Soni is driven by his love for his hometown, nathdwara. he endeavors to uphold his family 
tradition of painting Pichwai’s for the ancient Shreenath temple. he paints traditional subjects of the 
region.

mahendra Singh along with his son Karan mohan Singh have been custodians of the Pichwai art as 
their family dwells in this tradition for over two centuries. recognised as being the family in the 
forefront of the Pichwai art, Karan brings on the table subjects that have been buried in history. his 
Jain Pichwai’s bring out the Jain movement in gujarat and rajasthan. 



m vishwanath reddy is committed to save the ancient art form of Kalamkari set in the beauteous 
temple town Srikalahasti. the artist paints with natural dyes on hand spun cotton fabric, a tradition 
passed on over centuries. motifs drawn in Kalamkari spans from flowers, peacock, paisleys to divine 
characters of hindu epics like mahabharata and ramayana. the process of creating a Kalamkari 
painting involves 23 steps, at first the motifs are drawn using a Kalam (pen) and then colour is filled 
in with detailed precision.

S. Srinivas rao hails from the town of machilipatnam in Andhra Pradesh. his family have been 
custodians of Kalamkari art for centuries. he specializes in carving out his own woodcut blocks for his 
art. Srinivas has been awarded the state award in the year 1996.

Prakash Chandra hails from the artist village of Kapoteswar in odisha. he practices the ancient art of 
Pattachitra. his detailed pen work and his beautiful paintings derive from the traditional rath yatra at 
the Jagannath temple. his work also reflects the prevalent contemporary culture around him.

P Swamy was born in 1968. he hails from the temple town of Chidambram. these sculptures are carved 
out of single wood blocks intricately done by Swamy’s family over centuries. the temple sculptures 
origin dates back to before the Chola period and were highly patronised by the Chola dynasty. the 
essence of this art form remains deeply rooted in tradition.

Photography of the dwellings and the environment of the artists has been captured by Shoba Jolly. i 
personally along with artist photographer have made these trips to the heart of these states to give 
this idea the light of the day.  She has been able to put a pulse on these extraordinary aesthetics. 

the artists are all living and practicing in their hometowns and are quietly doing a great service to the 
community and our indigenous arts.

-nidhi Jyoti Jain



Dhavat Singh

untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  36 x 40 inches



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  36 x 48 inches



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on paper  |  18 x 12 inches  (each)



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on paper  |  18 x 12 inches  (each)



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  24 x 30 inches



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  | 24 x 30 inches



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on paper  |  21 x 15 inches  (each)



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  60 x 102 inches



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  47 x 59 inches





Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Paper  | varied sizes (14 x 20 inches), (15 x 21 inches), (15 x 22 inches)



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Paper  | varied sizes (14 x 20 inches), (15 x 21 inches), (15 x 22 inches)



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Paper  | varied sizes (14 x 20 inches), (15 x 21 inches), (15 x 22 inches)



Dwellings  |  ink & organic Paint on Paper  | varied sizes (14 x 20 inches), (15 x 21 inches), (15 x 22 inches)



untitled  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  | 36 x54 inches



Ram KumaR Shyam

gond wooden masks  |  handcrafted wood  |  varied Sizes (9.5 x 7 x 2 inches to 15 x 8 x 2 inches)



K.m. Singh

untitled  |  organic Stone Colours on Paper  |  10 x 7 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Stone Colours on Paper  |  10 x 7 inches (each)



untitled  |  gold leaf & organic Paint on Fabric  |  60 x 36 inches



untitled  |  gold leaf & organic Paint on Fabric  |  67 x 47 inches



untitled  |  gold leaf & organic Paint on Fabric  |  48 x 40 inches



24 Jain tirthankar  |  organic Stone colours on Paper  |   8 x 6 inches (each)



24 Jain tirthankar  |  organic Stone colours on Paper  |   8 x 6 inches (each)



24 Jain tirthankar  |  organic Stone colours on Paper  |   8 x 6 inches (each)



untitled  |  gold leaf & organic Paint on Fabric  |   56 x 48 inches



untitled  |  gold leaf & organic Paint on Fabric  |   36 x 48 inches



anil KhaKhoRiya

untitled  |  woven net Pichwai  |   67 x 63 inches



untitled  |  woven net Pichwai  |   102 x 102 inches



maniSh Soni

untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   34 x 22 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   35 x 24 inches untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   36 x 26 inches



untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   39 x 60 inches



untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   53 x 72 inches



untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   60 x 39 inches



untitled  |  organic Paint on Cotton Fabric  |   70 x 48 inches



a KumaR Jha

untitled  | ink & organic paint on handmade paper  |   15 x 11 inches (each) 



untitled  | ink & organic paint on handmade paper  |   15 x 11 inches (each)



untitled  | ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  36 x 52 inches



untitled  | ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  55 x 53 inches



untitled  | ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  35 x 15 inches (each)



untitled  | ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  35 x 15 inches (each)



Krishna leela  |  ink & organic Paint on handmade Paper  |  44 x 44 inches



ram navmi  |  ink & organic Paint on handmade Paper  |  56 x 56 inches



the ganga trail  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  54 x 142 inches



the Story of ramayan  |  ink & organic Paint on Canvas  |  57 x 185 inches



PRaKaSh ChanDRa

untitled  |  organic Colours on Paper  |  12 x 18 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Colours on Paper  |  12 x 18 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Colours on Paper  |  30 x 30 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Colours on Paper  |  18 x 12 inches (each)



untitled  |  organic Colours on Paper  |  18 x 12 inches



balbhadra, Subhadra & Jagannath  |  wooden sculpture with organic paints  |  28 x 25 x 21 inches



m viShwanath ReDDy

the ramayana Story  |  organic Paint on Fabric  |  47 x 73 inches



the Shiva Story  |  organic Paint on Fabric  |  48 x 80 inches



S. SRinivaS Rao

untitled  |  woodcut impression on Fabric  |  88 x 51 inches



P Swamy

garuda  |  temple wooden Sculpture  |  30 x 30 x 20 inches



Shoba Jolly

Pattachitra villages  |  Archival Print on Paper  |  18 x 12 inches (each)



Pattachitra villages  |  Archival Print on Canvas  |  20 x 30 inches



Pattachitra villages  |  Archival Print on Paper  |  12 x 18 inches (each)



Pattachitra villages  |  Archival Print on Paper  |  12 x 18 inches (each)



village Patangarh 
Archival Print on Canvas 
96 x 34 inches



village madhubani 
Archival Print on Canvas 

96 x 34 inches





it is gallery ragini’s earnest endeavour to photograph and 

document the dwellings and the environment of the villages, in 

an attempt to give our audience direct insight on where these 

arts originate. this project is also governed by the fear that the 

architectural and aesthetic language of these artists’ villages may 

succumb to so-called ‘modernisation’. hence, the documentation 

of these villages becomes somewhat imperative. i have seen the 

loss of this language in my travels over the last eighteen years 

and sometimes want to stop this change.

i personally along with artist photographer Shoba Jolly have 

made these trips to the heart of these states to give this idea 

the light of the day. She has been able to capture the aesthetics 

of these villages in detail. i thank her for travelling with me and 

showing my project a new vision. 

i also thank my friends and family for their constant support and 

specially thank ragini for all her curatorial inputs.

 -nidhi Jyoti Jain



Phone : +91-9811252305, +91-9811026230, 011-43821100 
galleryragini@gmail.com, www.galleryragini.com
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